
Stray light control upgrades 
for LIGO 4th Observation run

Alena Ananyeva on behalf of LIGO stray light team
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- Baffles materials currently used at LIGO
- Overall baffles design methods we use (raytracing, CAD 

imaging, apertures rules, damping)
- What`s new for O4



https://dcc.ligo.org/LIGO-G1700379
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Baffle material research since 2017 (LIGO O2 and later)
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https://dcc.ligo.org/LIGO-G1700379


https://dcc.ligo.org/LIGO-T1700128/public
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Diamond-like carbon on super#8 non-directional SSTL 304

Measurements were performed at Caltech 
using CASI scatter meter at 1064 nm

https://dcc.ligo.org/LIGO-T1700128/public
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Materials comparison: robustness and availability vs performance



(low AOI coating)
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Multi bounce approach is an option instead of AR coating!
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O2&O3 baffles made with new coatings!

DLC SSTL

DLC SSTL

Black Nickel
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DLC Al

DLC 
SSTL

Black nickel coated Al coil!

Black nickel coated Al

New!

Mounts and hardware are successfully coated with DLC and black nickel!

Pliable 1145-0 Al coil (thick foil 0.003”) is 
considered for wrapping objects in-situ  

LIGO-T2000608

https://dcc.ligo.org/LIGO-T2000608


Poster LVC 2018
LIGO-G1800420
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https://dcc.ligo.org/LIGO-G1800420
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General Requirements Document - Stray Light Improved Control (SLiC) LIGO-E1600332

Coated crew cap
Viton o-ring

The aperture is usually 
defined as 20w of the 
beam or as large as the 
optic (for large beams). 
Hardware within the 
aperture needs to be 
covered or coated

LIGO-D1700232

https://dcc.ligo.org/LIGO-E1600332
https://dcc.ligo.org/LIGO-D1700232
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Tree structure Zemax model of the interferometer: (slide ref LIGO-
T2000240). How to use the model LIGO-E2000223.

Zemax stray light analysis example:

Zemax model of A+ configuration of LIGO
The model is used for beam preparation, ghost beams hunting and other stray light analysis. The beams can be exported as a 
step file and added to the solid works model which helps to position baffles apertures, check for beam clippings and etc

https://dcc.ligo.org/LIGO-T2000240
https://dcc.ligo.org/LIGO-E2000223


LIGO-D1700361
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O2 baffles scope 

https://dcc.ligo.org/LIGO-D1700361


LIGO-E2000594

New!

New!
New 
OFI!
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A+ baffles scope and more

- Baffles in new chambers: HAM7 and HAM8
- Filter Cavity baffles
- Baffles for the new OFI in HAM5
- Other baffles in areas identified by 

commissioning

https://dcc.ligo.org/LIGO-E2000594
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A+ baffles: filter cavity baffles
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Danielle Petterson - FDR slides LIGO-E2000443

https://dcc.ligo.org/LIGO-E2000443
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A+ baffles: filter cavity baffles

CAD camera view from FC1 to FC2 – tube baffles coverage check. Left: an area of the beam tube still exposed to optic, 
right: full coverage after splitting a tube section into 2 segments to allow additional baffles placement

With original configuration of beam tube section After splitting some tube sections to add baffles

Silver - baffles
Brown – beam tube
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Step 1

Step 2

A+ baffles: assembly and mounting

FC tube baffles consist of a mounting ring 
and a cone made of super#8 SSTL formed 
and black Ni coated. The mounting ring 
acts as a spring to provide damping.

Filter cavity tube baffle fit check in 
a tube section: near optic view

https://alog.ligo-la.caltech.edu/aLOG/index.php?callRep=55721

https://alog.ligo-la.caltech.edu/aLOG/index.php?callRep=55721


Scatter Off
Total power 0W

Scatter On
Total power 1E-08W

Even less scatter returns from the baffle to FC2 if the nozzle baffle is same as 
the cone part of FC tube baffles
*back scatter will be lower as well

HAM7 and HAM8 baffles: Back scatter from the nozzle baffle: 10 conical nozzle baffle
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det1

Scatter Off
Total power 0W

Scatter On
Total power 3E-06W

No specular reflection from the baffle returns to FC2 but some scatter does

HAM7 and HAM8 baffles: Back scatter from the nozzle baffle: 10 deg nozzle baffle yaw
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https://dcc.ligo.org/LIGO-T2000357

D2000293

https://dcc.ligo.org/LIGO-T2000357
https://dcc.ligo.org/D2000293


18SW model borrowed from slide 35 CDR E2000177 CAD camera view from FC2 toward FC1

HAM7 and HAM8 baffles: CAD model

FDR slides https://dcc.ligo.org/LIGO-E2000441

Multi layers baffles concept is used to allow relaxed baffles apertures: 
- baffles on the structure to dump low angle scatter from the far optic
- Baffle on the table to provide second layer for scatter absorption
- Vertical baffle on the table covers the chamber`s door
- Nozzle baffle covers what table baffle could not cover

https://dcc.ligo.org/E2000177
https://dcc.ligo.org/LIGO-E2000441
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An HDS structure test assembly with a coated structure 
at LLO https://alog.ligo-
la.caltech.edu/aLOG/index.php?callRep=54506

Squeezer path to HAM5: baffles for each ZM optics and coated HDS structures

https://alog.ligo-la.caltech.edu/aLOG/index.php?callRep=54506
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ZM6 in HAM5: tricky AOI and required 20w clearance LIGO-G2100885

CAD camera view of ZM6 from OFI: A new type of baffles with in and out apertures due to high 
AOI. This example shows how “stay clear zones” are taken into account

https://dcc.ligo.org/LIGO-G2100885


A+ OFI ghost beams and baffles apertures LIGO-T2000598-v5

As per the A+ OFI optical layout LIGO-D1900487, rejected S polarization from OMC can  clip 
on the aperture of SRM HR baffle if not dumped on OFI shroud input panels or SRM AR

clipping

FDR slide on zemax model httLIGO-G2000808
FDR LIGO-L1900454
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A+ OFI on a test bench at University of Florida

https://dcc.ligo.org/LIGO-T2000598-v5
https://dcc.ligo.org/LIGO-D1900487
https://dcc.ligo.org/LIGO-G2000808
https://dcc.ligo.org/LIGO-L1900454


LIGO-D0900456
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A+ OFI shroud and surrounding baffles in HAM5

Some of the OFI ghost beams 
propagate outside of the OFI 
shroud and damped on other 
baffles to allow better separation

zoom

Main beam - pink
Ghost beam - brown
S-pol for monitoring - green

SR3

SRM

OFI

https://dcc.ligo.org/LIGO-D0900456
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CAD camera view from OFI to ZM6 (we are inside the shroud)

Ghost beam - brown
S-pol for monitoring - green

zoom

The CAD camera view helps to 
verify all apertures are round to 
the beam



CDR https://dcc.ligo.org/LIGO-G2100167
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SR3

SRM
OFI

New!

A “wall baffle” in HAM5 and HAM6 to cover the septum plate separating 2 vacuum volumes 

HAM5/6 septum is 
a known source of 
noise coupling
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https://alog.ligo-la.caltech.edu/aLOG/index.php?callRep=55044

Nozzle baffles kit for view-ports

https://alog.ligo-la.caltech.edu/aLOG/index.php?callRep=48969

The kit consists of DLC coated super-polished SSTL plates with different apertures 
to be used with various view-ports (unused, camera or oplev view-ports)

LIGO-D1800228

Nozzle baffles kit: left – incoming inspection of the coated plates, top right –
scatter observed on the surface of a view-port nozzle (seen as pink light), lower 
right – a nozzle baffle being installed at LLO.

https://alog.ligo-la.caltech.edu/aLOG/index.php?callRep=55044
https://alog.ligo-la.caltech.edu/aLOG/index.php?callRep=48969
https://dcc.ligo.org/LIGO-D1800228

